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ABSTRACT

This work investigates the various criteria for track-to-track association/fusion (T2TA/F): likelihood ratios and distance criteria. Procedures to obtain the quantities needed by the LR criterion from the limited information available from the real world communication networks are developed. Algorithms for T2TA/F with heterogeneous sensors and investigation of several assignment algorithms for the T2TA problem are carried out.

Procedures for simultaneous handling of continuous valued (kinematic and feature) states and discrete valued ones (attribute/classification) for an integrated approach to the Track Association and Fusion problem are presented.
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1 Foreword

The track-to-track association/fusion (T2TA/F) problem has been considered until recently in the literature only for pairwise associations. In view of the extensive recent interest in multisensor data fusion, the need to associate/fuse simultaneously multiple tracks has arisen. This is due primarily to bandwidth constraints in real systems, where it is not feasible to transmit detailed measurement information to a fusion center but, in many cases, only tracks based on data obtained by local sensors — local tracks. The performance of the T2TA and subsequent fusion has been shown recently to be remarkably close (within 10% in MSE) to that of the fully centralized architecture where all the measurements are sent to the fusion center (FC). These considerations motivate the investigation of the criteria as well as the optimization algorithms for the general T2TA/F problem. As it has been known in the literature, tracks of the same target obtained from independent sensors are still dependent due to the common process noise. A comprehensive solution of the T2TA problem is a prerequisite for successful fusion. The solution to the T2TA problem consists of two steps: a proper criterion function and an efficient algorithm to optimize it. The present work investigates the possible criteria for the T2TA problem from multiple and possibly heterogeneous sources, which form the basis for the cost function used in a multidimensional assignment algorithm that can solve a realistic large scale problem where many sensors track many targets. Since the T2TA procedures discussed in the literature are for tracks that are characterized by (continuous) kinematic states, we develop techniques that can handle simultaneously continuous as well as discrete — attribute/classification — states. Since in many real systems the information necessary for the association criterion is not available in full, procedures to obtain the missing information will also be considered. Such information is the track covariances, the crosscovariances and, in some situations, even the sensor measurement noise covariances are not known. The next part of the investigation deals with the various algorithms to optimize the association criterion. The investigation of the various assignment algorithms is carried out in the context of a realistic problem. The T2TA/F problem for heterogeneous sensors considers the situation where the state vectors of the local tracks are different as in the case of an active and a passive sensor. A framework is developed for such situations to carry out both the association as well as the fusion with maximum information benefit.

2 Statement of the Problems Studied

The following problems were the principal objective of our study:

1. Investigation of criteria for Network Level Track-to-Track Association: the Normalized Distance Squared and the Likelihood Ratio.

2. Development of procedures to obtain the quantities needed by the Likelihood Ratio criterion from the limited information available from the real world communication networks.

3. Development of algorithms for Track-to-Track Association and Fusion with Heterogeneous Sensors and investigation of several Assignment Algorithms for the Track-to-Track Association Problem.

4. Development of procedures for simultaneous handling of continuous valued (kinematic and feature) states and discrete valued ones (attribute/classification) for an integrated approach to the Track Association and Fusion problem.

3 Summary of the Most Important Results

The items below refer to the list of publications detailed in the Bibliography (Section 5). They provide a concise description of most important result(s) in each paper. The full papers have been sent to the ARO program manager and they are also available from the author of this report upon request.

291. Solved the general problem of T2TA from N sensors.

292. Developed a measurement extractor for Multiple Unresolved Extended Objects.

308. Developed Radar Measurement Noise Variance Identification method and applied it to real data.

314. Showed how to design a passive sensor base missile warning system.
Developed an efficient search method for the ML-PDA method in the presence of thousands of local maxima.

Developed an algorithm for Robust Tracking with Very Long Range Radars.

Extended the ML-PDA to Multiple Target Tracking.

Proved that the CRLB is finite even near ‘Zero Information’ Points.

Developed MCMC Methods for Tracking Two Closely Spaced Targets Using Monopulse Radar Channel Signals.

For Targets with Fluctuating SNR a Multisensor Track Termination algorithm was developed.

Investigated and justified the Need for enhanced Resolution for Detecting and Tracking Separating Objects.

Developed an efficient algorithm for Removal of Out-of-Sequence Measurements from Tracks which avoids the very costly recomputation of associations in a window for the MHT.

Extended the ML-PDA to a Multitarget environment.

Developed Offline and Real Time Methods for ML-PDA Track Validation.

Developed a Hierarchical Track Association and Fusion for a Networked Surveillance System.

Developed a new paradigm of tracking without a measurement extractor.

Developed a new algorithm for Track Association and Fusion with Heterogeneous Local Trackers.

Presented a Historical Perspective on Multitarget Tracking.

Showed how to track in presence of a wake.

Presented a Robust Tracking method for Very Long Range Radars.

Developed A Multiple Model Filter for Impact Point Prediction for the AMRDEC’s Area Protection System.

Comparison of the Assignment Costs for Multiple Sensor Track-to-Track Association — work done in collaboration with ARL (Lance Kaplan).

Developed a Sequential track-to-track fusion algorithm over a time window.

Showed that the Sequential Track Correlation Algorithm in a Multisensor Data Fusion System has to account for the correlation of state estimates in the time window.

Developed an algorithm to evaluate the Probability of Misassociation Between Neighboring Targets.

Showed the benefits of multistep lookahead for Surveillance by Multiple Cooperative UAVs in Adversarial Environments.

Presented two Counterintuitive Phenomena in Track-to-Track Fusion and Association.

Compared the new Sliding Window Test to Single Time Test for Track-to-Track Association.

Developed an algorithm for Multitarget Tracking in the Presence of Wakes.

Presented a new algorithm for Tracking of Spawning Targets with Multiple Finite Resolution Sensors.

Showed the benefits of Multisensor Track Management for Targets with Fluctuating SNR.


Obtained the Exact Algorithms for Four T2TF Configurations: All You Wanted to Know but Were Afraid to Ask.

Developed a robust image tracker with Multiple Kernel Centers.

For sensor networks, developed a Sensor Bias Estimation algorithm in the Presence of Data Association Uncertainty.

Revisited the problem of Unbiased Kalman Filter Using Converted Measurements.

Designed an adaptive passive collision warning system for UAVs’.

Developed a new approach designated The Bin-Occupancy Filter for estimating target presence.

The performance of Tracking Move-Stop-Move Targets was shown to improve with the use of State-Dependent Transition Probabilities.

The use of Combined Hypotheses in T2T and M2T Association gives better results than using only the most likely hypothesis.

Surveyed The Probabilistic Data Association Filter and its application to Estimation in presence of measurement origin uncertainty.

Developed Advanced Track Handover Using Fusion for BMD.
360. Came up with A Low Complexity Sliding Window Kalman FIR Smoother for Discrete Time Models. 362,373. The problem of Optimal Algorithm for Asynchronous Track-to-Track Fusion was solved. 363. A No-Loss Covariance Intersection Algorithm for Track-to-Track Fusion was developed. 364. A Track Segment Association for Ground Moving Targets with Evasive Move-Stop-Move Maneuvers was developed to overcome the problem of broken tracks. 365,379. An accurate algorithm for Impact Point Prediction for Short-Range Thrusting Projectiles was developed for AMRDEC. 366,368. Extensive comparisons of various implementations of The JPDAF in Practical Systems were carried out. 367. The Maximum Likelihood Probabilistic Data Association Tracker was Applied to real Bistatic Sonar Data Sets. 369. An IMM Approach was developed for Very Short Term Load Forecasting and Confidence Interval Estimation. 370,380. A systematic approach to designing the MHT Track Display was developed. 371. A Survey of OOSM problems for Updates, Removals and Biases, was compiled. 372. The problem of Tracking with Multisensor OOSM Measurements with Residual biases was solved. 374. Developed an ML algorithm for 2D Location Estimation of Angle-Only Arrays Using targets of Opportunity. 375. Developed Track-Before-Detect Algorithms for Targets with Kinematic Constraints. 376. A substantially simpler expression for The Dynamic CRLB for Target Tracking in Clutter was obtained. 377. A Novel Filtering Approach for the General Contact Lens Problem with Range Rate Measurements was obtained. 378. The Optimal Removal algorithm of Out-of-Sequence Measurements From Tracks Using the IF-Equivalent Measurement was obtained. 381. A robust Profile-Free Launch Point Estimation for Ballistic Targets Using Passive Sensors was developed.

4 Recent Transitions

1. Developed A Multiple Model Filter for Impact Point Prediction of mortar and howitzer projectiles for the AMRDEC’s Wide Area Protection System (P. Bradford, D. Hardiman).
2. An accurate algorithm for Impact Point Prediction for Short-Range Thrusting Projectiles was developed for AMRDEC (D. Hardiman).
3. The algorithm for evaluating the Probability of Misassociation Between Neighboring Targets was transitioned to SPARTA, Arlington, VA (G. Watson, R. Rothrock).
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